I Am a Health Professional, but My Loved One Has Cancer Miriam Piven Cotler, PhD
A friend of mine is an internist. He is recovering from cancer. His wife died from cancer several years ago after a long illness, despite his constant vigil; he was nurse and lover, feeder and cheerleader. When he returned to work after his treatments, I expressed warm concern. He told me how much more difficult it is to be the relative than to be the patient. He was referring to his wife, to the feelings of impotence, frustration, and unrelieved rage that gnaw alongside love and despair.
Physicians are accused of overtreating, of acting as if this is some grand hunt for the core of a single problem, not part of a life. They get lost in the search. It is understandable, though perhaps not commendable. As family members who are also professionals, we can do our own searching, we are participants, but we are not on the field (neither on offense or defense). Our goals as loving family are different from our professional goals, and the lines may become blurred.
Often, our loved one becomes part of the problem. If only they would respond, if only their pain were relieved, if only the tumor would shrink-go away.
These are understandable miseries, but we have a duty to be loving, supportive, and mostly quiet. What is our role with the health care system? How much should we push our loved one to ask? How much can/ should we "take charge"? The empathy, the learned exterior that surrounds our professional demeanor, is shattered when our loved one becomes this ill-when the prospect of death is real, and it is part of us.
Why is there the ethical injunction against taking care of a loved one (even though you are sure you are best)? You have lost access to the boundaries, to the brakes, to the emotional distance that allows you to love in a limited role but as the physician who has another life. We can all recount stories of the physician/relative who invaded the treatment of his wife/daughter/husband/parent. It is usually a mess. Chances are they alienated colleagues, distracted caregivers, and disagreed with their adult patient/ relative. After all, professional health care relationships are not equal; the patient is sick and usually anxious, often uncomfortable. For the patient, this is a unique experience, and a dreaded one. For the professional, this is everyday business as usual. The loved one who is affected is not the decision maker, and he is thus ineffective as a professional. How far should you go as you vacillate between what you know and your wish to take over, to fix, to change it?
The primary tool of the professions is information, and you have that, but you may not use it. That is not your job. But you often envision the worst; can't you rush in? There is another piece of the scenario: as you envision the worst, you want to control the flow of information, the aggressiveness of the treatment, or the emphasis on comfort. You want every symptom managed-now-and you cannot help secondguessing. You may rail at the false hope, or you may succumb to it.
Comfort is short when the physician is reassuring; perhaps you are silent, but you know better. I believe the feelings of frustration and impotence are overwhelming. They sit alongside the pain at watching.
What should you do when your loved one makes choices different from those you would choose? We talk about respect in the abstract, but this is a real conflict. Ethical principles guide us to honor a person's values and choices. But I know better than you, because I have the knowledge. Is it about knowledge? Why is the physician not giving you information in such a way that you make the choices I want you to make? Is he or she to blame?
Having a loved one with cancer means that I have to forbear, and that conflicts with my feelings, my gut, my loyalty. It requires me to be patient and to trust. Unless I have known the treating professionals, that seems impossible. Unless I have their ear, I know I will not be able to desist.
I also have a problem with other family members. They have views, but they don't understand. Only I understand, and no one is letting me manage this alone. They don't listen enough.
I have argued above that when a loved one of a health care professional is stricken with a terminal illness, a serious injury, or a traumatic diagnosis, they have different pressures from typical family members. It is not simply that they are educated, bright, or understand the language of medicine. Health professionals have been trained to intervene, and this situation is untenable for all but the most stoic, saintly family member or for the relative who indeed tries to take over.
How should we respond to the relatives who feel such pain? What about the family member who tries to take over?
When my adored brother was diagnosed with metastatic cancer, I tried to be supportive, loving, and noninvasive. He had enough invasions. But does respectful distance feel like I am abandoning him? I want to do more; I restrain myself.
His wife and children each had strong agendas; we shared the desperate need to keep him alive. But we were not in agreement about that possibility, appropriate treatment goals, or dealing with the person who, along the way, happened to be the principal. The more assertive and aggressive the family member, the more difficult to continue focus on the patient. It is not about us.
Speaking of the patient, what did he want? Was that important? Sure, but I argue that the most tuned in, intelligent person is anxious at hearing bad news. He usually trusts his physicians and hopefully that is not misplaced. The shunt goes in for chemo, but wait: Does he understand the options? All of them? The hurry or lack of hurry? Are radiation and chemo a good idea at the same time? How long is he expected to survive with and without each treatment? What about side effects? Whose questions are these? They would belong to the patient, but he cannot frame them despite your instruction. He is overwhelmed. His strong body has betrayed him, he is in unfamiliar terrain, his family looks terrified, and now they are preparing for something the doctor says may extend his life as much as 7 to 9 years.
He could not be analytic at this moment if he wanted. Everything is happening so fast. No one is sitting down and laying out the goals. But are they? He asked me, his sister, for a list of questions to ask the next time they went in, but somehow there was no systematic questioning. They went to an academic oncologist who gave them data on ice. That was incredibly jarring, but it came back to haunt them. Is this a competition? The game metaphors are apt, but it is not for fun, damn it, and it gets worse, not better.
Is there nothing between Pangloss and hot poker? Or do we only hear it that way?
Phase II. The treatments with expected low side effects are wreaking havoc with his system. Bowel obstructions, pain, sleeplessness, agitation. The office assistants are reassuring. Other modalities sometimes calm. How long should this go on? How often do you review the care plan? The very word plan sounds like science and reason. Neither is operative.
Ultimately, the body defies. At what point does the trusted physician suggest a turn to comfort and peace? All bystanders are now inert. The physician/priest needs to let go. Stop repairing in rectum, the blood count, the nausea. Stop those inputs that add to suffering and certainly to pain. Tell them all, family and fakir alike, to turn off their magic. For God's sake, someone pay attention to the dying man. He wants some dignity, some time. All these treatments are robbing him of the time he has; they are robbing him of the man he still is. Respect him. Stop running. Be with him. Give him peace while he lives and until he dies.
